Engagement in quality improvement and patient safety – novel solutions proposed by UK-based medical students
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Dear editor

We have read Nair et al’s recent article1 with great interest, on the medical student perspective of quality improvement (QI) teaching at medical school. We agree that through improved teaching and engagement, medical students would become enabled to carry out their own QI projects. As fellow medical students, we would like to offer our perspective on how this could be implemented into the curriculum to ensure that it is a part of the key skill set of every student.

The authors detail that from their experience a combination of both structured teaching and active participation is important in teaching QI. We also agree that this structured teaching should be introduced at a much earlier stage in medical school. This would allow for a much more gradual transition from peripheral involvement to central participation. After students have developed an understanding of QI, they can then consolidate this in the later years of medical school before going out and participating in QI in a clinical context. This gradual, stepwise teaching approach fits in line with Kolb’s experiential learning cycle of reflective observation, abstract conceptualization, active implementation, and concrete experience.2

Whether the audience in question are medical students or doctors, the key issue of engagement still remains. We propose a model that would systematically improve the participation of students in QI. In our model, we put emphasis on three key areas: engagement, consolidation, and implementation.

In the first key area, the emphasis in the preclinical years of medical school would be to introduce the concept of QI and engage students through lectures and student-selected component opportunities. With many well-known organizations now involved in health care QI, it would certainly be feasible to hold interactive sessions that could be both exciting and engaging for students – opening their eyes to the diversity of means available to engage with QI, such as smartphone applications, system changes, equipment advancements, and so on.3,4 This early exposure to QI would lead to the second key area of consolidation – achieved by incorporating QI in case-based discussions or allowing students to be involved in uncomplicated QI projects, facilitated by universities or student-led societies.

Once students reach the clinical years of medical school, the focus would shift to the third key area of implementation. Having already developed a basis of QI knowledge, students could then get more centrally involved in projects – perhaps organizing their
own projects and presenting their work. By the time these students graduate as doctors they would already have the skills and confidence to carry out QI work, and would have also gained an insight into important QI skills such as leadership, stakeholder analysis, process mapping, and more, all of which will contribute to them being able to successfully implement change. Students can then focus on more complex topics, such as sustainability, cost-effectiveness, and transferability. When moving toward complex skills, it will be important to implement strategies that scaffold student learning, applying Vygotsky’s zone of proximal development.5

From our experience as medical students, the emphasis on the importance of QI is unsatisfactory in medical school and we feel that implementation of the above model improves this. It provides a framework to address the inadequate exposure to QI during medical school highlighted by Nair et al. Currently, it seems as though QI is largely a concept that is introduced very late on and often serves as a tick-box exercise; but by focusing on early engagement and consolidation, followed by the gradual transition to implementation, students will gain the necessary tools to both understand and implement QI in a health care setting. Embedding the importance of QI as a principle is something students can utilize throughout their health care career. Aside from fulfilling the General Medical Council’s requirements of QI activity in appraisal and revalidation for doctors,6 this will also have a positive impact on patient safety and the quality of health care provided.
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